
Promotional Message
Drive consumers to act on in-store 

promotions by showing them the 

nearest location to redeem.

National Message
Reach the right person at the right time 

nationally by messaging people based 

on their offline behaviors.

Location data is not just for audience planning — advertisers frequently 

leverage for creative planning. Align your season’s greetings with 

shopper preferences, loyalties, DMAs and more.

S E A S O N ’ S  G R E E T I N G S

PlaceIQ has an in-house team of expert designers to help brands  

create the right message for the right occasion.

Local Message
Drive consumers into a nearby store, 

conquest competitors, and reach consumers 

when they are holiday shopping.
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Holiday shoppers are all over the map. Some buy gifts early, and some wait until the last 

minute. Some remain loyal to a brand, and some hop around. To top it off, holiday shoppers 

move between offline and online channels throughout the research and purchase process. 

Location intelligence works to understand these behaviors for marketers. This year, get 

a head start on your holiday planning by using location data to better understand your 

shoppers, your competitor’s shoppers, and industry-wide visitation trends. 

Build strategic holiday audiences based on offline foot traffic patterns.  

From frequent toy store visitors to brand loyalists, location data makes it easy 

to understand your shoppers, and build the right audience strategy.

M A K E  Y O U R  L I S T
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over-index in visiting 

Universal Studios theme 

parks over Disneyland 

Despite their unconventional 

habits, they under-index in 

visiting indie movie theaters

over-index in opting into less 
conventional recreational 

activities (like climbing  

gyms and bowling alleys)

TO :

Techies

TO :
Affluent  

Baby Boomers

TO :
Toddlers, Tiaras  

& Toy Stores

TO :

Millennials

over-index in eating at 

Pei Wei

over-index in having 

gone to a trade school

over-index in watching 

their local news station

over-index in subscribing to 

a premium TV network

over-index in being single. 

They are still swiping right

over-index in visiting a 

Disney theme park

under-index in staying at a 

Disney World resort and instead 

opt for a hotel chain

Bad data is like getting a lump of coal in your stocking. PlaceIQ’s Darwin technology removes 

60% of ad request data and blacklists approximately 1 million device IDs per day. 

Bad Apps

Poor code affects location data resolution and duplicates IDs

Bad Networks

Poor SDKs affect location data resolution

Bad Actors

Intentionally fraudulent behaviors create fake locations for higher CPMs

Electronics Stores Toy Stores Big Box Stores Department Stores
Foot traffic spikes right before 

Christmas, as parents pick up 

last minute gifts, but plateaus 

after the holiday’s end.

Foot traffic spikes before but 

not on Black Friday. People are 

visiting big box stores to prepare 

for holiday gatherings.

Department stores receive a 

post-New Year’s surge of traffic 

as customers exchange gifts  

and redeem gift cards.

Visitors are willing to travel 

further to reach niche retailers, 

like electronic stores over  

general retail locations.

over-index in feeding their 

growing rat-pack at a buffet

5.6x

turn their nose up to meatloaf. 

They under-index in visiting 

Boston Market restaurants 

1.3x

1.6x

2x

1.96x

In 2016 there was an 
estimated $7.2 billion  
in naughty ad fraud.
The industry needs to evolve with 

more pure data and ad inventory.*

Once you determine which audiences to message, leverage location to define 

your activation strategy. Certain dates receive higher foot traffic across retail 

categories, and this often varies by DMA and even by brand. Understanding 

visitation trends can drastically change your messaging strategy.
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A lot of location data ends up on the ‘naughty list.’ This 

holiday season, ensure you work with a location vendor 

who filters bad data, and ensures high data quality.

K N O W  W H O ’ S 
N A U G H T Y  F R O M  N I C E
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C H E C K  I T  T W I C E

As the leading location intelligence platform, PlaceIQ connects marketers to location-based audiences at scale, measures real-world visitation, and derives 
powerful insights about consumer behavior. To deliver an accurate, unified understanding of consumer movement patterns, PlaceIQ’s technology maps high 
quality location data to a precise basemap. The company is headquartered in New York City and has offices in Palo Alto, Chicago and Los Angeles.

© PlaceIQ 2017

Visit us at www.placeiq.com or contact your rep to learn more.

Darwin identifies and removes bad data caused by:

*Quoted from CMSWire
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